This proposed activity arose out of a recommendation by the THORPEX/WCRP/ICTP Workshop on Organisation and Maintenance of Tropical Convection and the MJO, held in Trieste in March 2006. It was presented at the WCRP/CLIVAR SSG Meeting in Buenos Aires in April 2006.

Based on positive feedback from the WCRP Director and the SSG, the SSG asked that the proposal be developed in cooperation with THORPEX, GEWEX, CEOP, AAMP, WGNE, WOAP, WMP, etc.

If implemented in 2008, this initiative could be a WCRP contribution to the UN Year of Planet Earth* and compliment IPY.

*January 5, 2006: The U.N. General Assembly, meeting in New York, proclaimed the year 2008 to be the U.N. International Year of Planet Earth. The Year's activities will span the three years 2007-2009 (www.yearofplaneteart.org/proclamation.htm).
The multi-scale organization of tropical convection and scale interaction are grand challenges in the prediction of weather and climate:

- How is organized convection influenced by, and feedback to, the large-scale circulation?

- How does large-scale dynamics and mesoscale convective organization interact?

- How does large-scale tropical convection interact with the extratropics?
Our shortcomings in tropical convection severely limit the representation of key physics in weather & climate models.

- **Diurnal cycle** - strongest “forced” signal in the climate system.

- Synoptic waves and **easterly waves**, including development & evolution of **hurricanes and tropical cyclones**.

- **Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO)** and other large-scale convectively-coupled waves.

- **Monsoon** variability, including onset and break activity.

- Tropical mean state, including **ITCZ** and distributions of rainfall over oceans & continents.
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New and/or consolidated approaches are needed, approaches that are able to coordinate and focus the vast new resources developed in recent years. Past attempts included programs such as FGGE, GATE & TOGA COARE.

Our new approaches should combine the strengths of such efforts with our vastly expanding observational infrastructure & the tremendous gains seen in computational power.

Mean Asian Summer (May-Sep) Monsoon Rainfall

Waliser et al., 2003
As a continuing effort to address the challenge of organized tropical convection, WCRP, THORPEX and ICTP hosted a workshop with the following objectives:

• To review our fundamental understanding of the initiation and maintenance of organized tropical convection ... and how its simulation in weather and climate prediction models can be improved leading to advances in predictive capability;
• To review the state of knowledge and future directions in observing, simulating, modelling and predicting the MJO and its socio-economic implications; and
• To prepare a Workshop report that includes priorities for THORPEX/WCRP research and forecast demonstration projects.

At this 5-day, 70+ participant workshop, the following recommendation was drafted:

(THORPEX/WCRP) Year of Coordinated Observing, Modeling and Forecasting of Organized Tropical Convection and Its Influences on Predictability.
Year of Coordinated Observing, Modeling and Forecasting

The past 10-15 years have marked extraordinary gains in observations, modeling and technological infrastructure. In particular:

- **Substantial progress Towards GOOS**
- **Arrival of EOS-era of Satellite Observations**
- **Arrival of Global Cloud-system Resolving Models**

We have come to appreciate:

- **Short-term weather errors ↔ Long-term climate biases**

These advances in resources, technology and thinking need to be, and can be, woven together to maximize return on investment.
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Arrival of the EOS-era of Satellite Observations

Merely a sample, consider where we were 10-15 years ago…

TOPEX: sea surface height
QuickScat: ocean surface winds
TRMM: precipitation
TMI: sea surface temperature w/clouds
AIRS: temperature and water vapor profiles
CloudSat: cloud profiles
Calipso: aerosol/thin-cloud profiles
AMSRE: ocean precip, water vapor, liquid water
MLS: upper tropospheric water vapor, cloud ice, temperature
CERES: TOA and surface radiative fluxes
MODIS: cloud characteristics, ocean color, land characteristics
AURA platform: atmospheric composition/chemistry
MISR: aerosol and cloud structure

COARE: 120-day IOP
~6000 soundings
Tropical Soundings:
AIRS: ~100,000/day
CloudSat: ~90,000/day
Global Cloud-system Resolving Models

Far from a single enterprise anymore...

A CRM

MMF; “superparameterization”

A GCM cell

@ CSU, LLNL, GSFC & PNNL
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DOE CAPT* Project at LLNL integrates climate models in weather prediction mode
Perfectly suited to a “focus year” Approach

NCAR Day 3 Precipitation Error for DJF 1992-93

NCAR DJF Climatological Error

*The CAPT project is a joint project of the DOE CCPP and ARM Programs

Courtesy S. Klein
Leveraging the vast new observational datasets and computational resources in conjunction with new / high-resolution modeling frameworks to better characterize, understand, model and forecast multi-scale convective processes/dynamical interactions in the Tropics.

We are in a new era. The Tropical Atmosphere-Ocean Have Never Been So Well Observed.

Proposal:
Timeframe: ~2008 for ~ 1 Year
Region: ~ 40N - 40S
Time Scales: Diurnal to Seasonal
Case Study/Event Identification and Detailed Analyses:
    MJO events, convectively-coupled waves, active/break monsoon, typhoon/hurricanes, easterly waves, mesoscale systems, etc.
Central repositories to store/disseminate data as well as information on results, activities, etc.
Leverage/Coordinate existing resources.
Year of Coordinated Observing, Modeling and Forecasting Of The Tropics

- **Satellite Resources**: Already Discussed

- **Field Programs**: Leverage Overlapping Activity and Maximize Impact & Investment: IO, AMMA, TC4, CTCZ, THORPEX, TACE, VOCALS, etc

- **(Re-)Analyses and Forecasting/Hindcasting**: Operational & Re-Analyses, “Seamless” Global Predictions, Limited Domain Forecasts: Examine forecast error growth to investigate model parameterization shortcomings as well as initial condition errors, with special emphasis on identified cases/events.

- **Model Simulations**: global and regional CRM, channel models, AGCMs, CGCMs: improving understanding and modeling of multi-scale organized convection, and transitioning knowledge into improved parameterizations and forecasting capability.

- **Focus Groups and Workshops**: A series of international workshops designed to identify the most pressing and tractable problems from the Focus Year, design and coordinate activity, share modeling strategies and successes, report results and iterate on additional problems or Years.
YEAR OF COORDINATED OBSERVING, MODELING AND FORECASTING OF THE TROPICS

- Forecast
- Simulate
- Assimilate

Compare With Observations

Improve Model, ICs, Methods
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diurnal cycle, synoptic systems, intraseasonal, annual cycle, mean, mesoscale-to-planetary-scale organization
This ideas in this presentation incorporate the thoughts and efforts of many. The list below highlights those that have provided input as well as a number of those that have been briefed and/or expressed some level of interest.

Trieste Workshop Organizers: J. Slingo (Reading University), F. Molteni (ICTP), M. Moncrieff (NCAR), M. Shapiro (NOAA) and Participants

WCRP - Director
THORPEX (M. Shapiro, I. Szunyogh, H. Davies, H. Wernli, D. Parsons, etc)
International CLIVAR SSG and a number of other Panel Chairs
GEWEX - Chair, Director of IGPO
CLIVAR Asian-Australian Monsoon Panel
WOAP - Chair
WMP - Chair

AIRS Satellite Mission (B. Lambrigtsen/E. Fetzer)
CloudSat Satellite Mission (G. Stevens)
MLS Satellite Mission (J. Waters/N. Livesey)
MISR Satellite Mission (D. Diner)

F. Vitart (ECMWF)
M. Reinecker/S. Schubert (GMAO/NASA)
W. Higgins (CPC/NCEP/NOAA, Director Climate Test Bed)
S. Klein (ARM/DOE, CAPT Project)
P. Dirmeyer (COLA/NSF)
R. Dole (CDC Director/NOAA, Co-Chair, CCSP CVC IWG)
D. Anderson (NASA, Program Director)
J. Huang (NOAA, Program Director)
G. Schmidt (GISS/NASA)
C. Jakob (BMRC, GCSS Chair)
G. Leptoukh (Data & Inform/GSFC/NASA)
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